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Abstract We propose a dynamic mobility management framework for Internet Protocol
version 6 (IPv6) and policy enforcement enabled heterogenous wireless networks. Policies
and policy rules are defined depending on network infrastructure facilities, service agree-
ments and negotiation results. Each traffic is coupled with an identifiable traffic flow while
the heterogenous interface flow bindings are regulated by polices. The network selection, flow
distribution, handovers and mobility procedures are flexible and we propose to improve the
decision making via Multiple Attributes Decision Making (MADM). Techniques considered
in the framework include the IPv6 based Network Mobility (NEMO), multihoming capa-
bility, transparent vertical handovers, horizontal handovers and dynamic policy enforcement
matching process to improve the Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of Experience (QoE) and
ubiquitous connectivity. A experiment testbed and simulation models have been constructed
to verify the mobility framework performance in a heterogeneous WiFi, WiMax and UMTS
hybrid environment.
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1 Introduction

Currently, the heterogeneous wireless communication networks exhibit a rigid licensing
structure characteristic. The highly licensed spectrum allocation may not cope with tomor-
row’s highly dynamic users without immediate solutions. The spare radio resources in one
part of the spectrum can not be used to provide services to users using another part of the
spectrum flexibly. The situation forms a significant barrier for the entry of new service pro-
viders into the market. The easy entry of new players is essential for dynamic market growth
[12]. A number of approaches may serve as solutions, one straightforward approach is to
remove regulation entirely or expand the unlicensed bands. However, the approach may not
be feasible and it is difficult to maintain Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience
(QoE). A second approach is the cognitive radio based spectrum trading. It is on a long-term
basis and trading between service providers may not be dynamic enough. An entire physical
layer hardware upgrade and core network replacement is required to realise the cognitive
radio implementation.

To introduce robustness, flexibility, adaptivity as well as cost-effectiveness to the het-
erogenous wireless networking environments, we propose to use another approach, which
follows current spectrum allocation plans. The Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is used as
the backbone for gluing the networks and systems hence providing a generic inter-network
and intra-network communication platform. However, as an availability of enabling ubiqui-
tous service is promised, network convergence presents a series of technical challenges in
order to provide mobile user with QoS and QoE. The prime challenges are the selection of an
optimal service delivery network, distribute (redistribute) of the traffic loads among networks
and mobility issues in the presence of multiple access interfaces. It is also seen as a diffi-
cult task especially under varying conditions. A selection algorithm is required to determine
automatically the best candidate that fulfils the users requirements instantly. On the other
hand, the decision making process is also influenced by several factors related to wireless
network availability, flow characteristics, user profiles, network capabilities and service con-
ditions. The QoS and QoE parameter selection should comprise bandwidth, delay, response
time, jitter, Bit Error Rate (BER), security, packet loss, and even cost [4]. Another obvious
challenge is to find a mobility decision delivery mechanism so various radio resources can
be efficiently balanced under such an environment.

We propose that the network selections, intra network handover (horizontal handover),
inter-network handovers (vertical handover) and multipath flow management are decided by
two high level managers which are Traffic Flow manager and Network Providers manager
as shown in Fig. 1. The traffic flow indicates current heterogenous wireless network radio
resource management characteristics including service requirement and profiles. Service pro-
viders are required to contribute information on infrastructure characteristics such as system
bandwidth, supporting data rate, jitter, cost and overriding market agreements & contracts
which defines the availability of a particular network access. After summarising the require-
ments, the local resource parameters are first nomalised and we use Multi Attribute Decision
Making (MADM) algorithms to optimise the network selection and flow distribution deci-
sion making. The ranking algorithm arranges a set of alternatives in order from most to least
desirable. The highest ranking network or the best flow direction is then selected as the next
hopping network or flow path (paths), separately. The network selection, handover decision
and flow redistribution triggers are represented by policies and managed through a policy
based mobility management framework. The decision making is one way distributed, which
is decided by the end user. From the service provider perspectives, the central management
on the other hand is required to produce its own policies regarding the service contracts.
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Fig. 1 Network selection process and policy enforcement

Before any permanent mobility decision, the distributed policies representing use-centric
criteria matches centralised policies representing network-centric criteria to find the decision
suitableness then the policy is enforced to optimise the network performance.

With MADM each potential path between communicating endpoints is assessed and the
optimum path is selected at session set up or when handover is trigged. The choice of most
appropriate path is highly dependent on the policy goals: optimise bandwidth utilisation,
priorities connection set up delay, etc. The selection criteria are represented by policy rules
and policy rules matching results. The management framework is located at the application
layer.

The article starts with a short discussion on complex communication system mobility
issues, heterogenous management frameworks and decision making approaches in Sect. 2,
with focus on multiple attribute decision making model rationale and current network selec-
tion implementation inefficiencies. Section 3 details our proposed IPv6 based heterogenous
wireless network mobility framework including two main parts, which are the transparent
vertical mobility and the horizontal mobility. Section 4 proposes the policy based mobility
management with policy enforcement model, flow selection mechanism and simulation mod-
els. We verified the mobility and flow distribution performance in terms of QoS and Quality
of Experience (QoE) in Sect. 5. Finally our research is concluded in Sect. 6 with outlook.

2 Related Work

The heterogeneous networking and connectivity sharing have been well explored and some
enterprise solutions have even been deployed in the real world. Mobile Equipments (MEs)
already have several integrated devices such as UMTS and WLAN. Settings where neigh-
bours share a DSL connection are common, although not contractually allowed by most ISPs.
Bundling connectivity by utilising multiple links in parallel is often used in access networks
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as well as backbones, where it is commonly known by the term “trunking” or “channeling”.
The mechanism assumes that the links are terminated at the same devices.

Implementations of network flows require specific modifications to the deployed hardware
or software. OpenFlow [17], as an emerging technology, promises to facilitate these adap-
tations and simplify implementation and deployment, by enabling an external entity named
the controller to control the forwarding table of Ethernet switches on a per-flow basis. The
OpenRoads with Openflow architecture consists of three layers: flow, slicing and controller.
These layers provide flexible control, visualisation and high-level abstraction. This allows
engineers to implement wildly different algorithms and run them concurrently in one net-
work. OpenRoads also incorporates multiple wireless technologies using multihoming. The
problem is OpenFlow only specifies a mechanism to control flow forwarding on multiple
switches from a centralised controller, while it is not convenient to build a distributed system
prototype. The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) is an architectural framework for delivering
multimedia services. To ease the integration with the Internet, IMS uses IETF protocols such
as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) therefore the IMS framework can implement flow based
mobility scenarios.

Policy-based management is a significant solution for the management of large-scale and
heterogeneous networks. For instance, one can implement policy-enabled handover system
[27] to determine the “best” target interface at any given moment through a well-designed
cost function. Therefore, by continuously updating the cost function, we can automatically
trigger a vertical handover if necessary. However, for complex system with multiple attri-
butes, the decision making is difficult. Fuzzy logic, neural network, and other Computational
Intelligences (CI) may be applied as one of the decision makers, but these techniques still
require very large knowledge base and efficient retrieval of structures, e.g. the neural methods
have a long history to find results that are significantly better than direct techniques [7].

The MADM has been proved [7] that it is more efficient, straight-forward, adapts to
changes and converges results faster when compared to the complex CI cognitive approaches.
To date, the MADM has included a number of different modified algorithms. Technique for
Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and Elimination et choix tra-
duisant larealite (ELECTRE) [10] have obvious limitations as their comparison processes
assume a monotonically increasing or decreasing level of importance associated with the
attribute values. Other simpler compensating MADM algorithms such as Simple Additive
Weighing (SAW) and Weighed Product Method (WPM) [16] also have similar limitations
because of their inherent assumption about monotonic utilities of attributes.

A practical MADM algorithm should allow assigning different weights to the attributes
before they are combined to calculate ranking indices. The research in [16] gave an interest-
ing finding on MADM based suitability in network selection. It has proved that the MADM
can be applied for different service types. However, we notice that this type of applicability
would provide a different optimisation other than trying to find the network alternative which
QoS attributes are closest to those of the requested service.

A MADM along with Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) is based on the concept of Grey
Relational Space (GRS) [11]. The GR between the reference sequence and other sequences
can be achieved by calculating Grey Relational Coefficient (G RC) according to the level
of similarity and variability. The sequence with the largest G RC is the most desirable one.
GRA is implemented via three steps: Normalise data sets, define ideal sequences, and com-
pute G RC [11]. It is found to favour a selection that gives a closest match to a set of reference
data values. The process inherently supports the notion that these reference values do not
necessarily need to be the best or the worst values associated with the attributes. In addition,
it has the ability to assign different weights to different attributes. These two tuneable aspects
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of GRA when combined provide a much better mechanism to achieve optimisation objectives
involving attributes with non-monotonic utilities. [16] has presented a general GRA MADM
network selection in the following steps:

Step 1 Select a set of attributes for the decision making process related to the service qual-
ity: Cost per Byte (CB), Total Bandwidth (TB), Allowed Bandwidth (AB), Utilisation
(U ), packet Delay (D), packet Jitter (J ) and packet Loss (L)). A candidate network
is then created for GRA evaluation and the alternative networks can be represented
in the form of matrix:

N W =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

C B1 T B1 AB1 U1 D1 J1 L1

C B2 T B2 AB2 U2 D2 J2 L2

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

C Bn T Bn ABn Un Dn Jn Ln

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Step 2 Develop a reference access network by using the maximum or minimum value of the
attributes. The reference network i for a particular service or user type can therefore
be represented as (N Wref )i = [(C Bref )i ...(Lre f )i ]. The reference network i’s attri-
butes are also normalised and the normalised reference network vector is created as:
( ˜N W ref )i = [( ˜C Bref )i ...(L̃re f )i ], then an updated matrix is formed as:

˜N W =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

˜C B1 ˜T B1 ÃB1 Ũ1 D̃1 J̃1 L̃1
˜C B2 ˜T B2 ÃB2 Ũ2 D̃2 J̃2 L̃2

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .
˜C Bn ˜T Bn ÃBn Ũn D̃n J̃n L̃n

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Step 3 Calculate the distance vectors of each attributes for each access network under con-
sideration, e.g. TB for network i , the distance value from reference network j is
calculated as (ΔT B)i = |( ˜T Bref ) j − ˜T Bi |. Hence the matrix of distance value for
each of the attributes of the N network is:

(ΔN W )i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(ΔC B)1 (ΔT B)1 (ΔAB)1 (ΔU )1 (ΔD)1 (ΔJ )1 (ΔL)1

(ΔC B)2 (ΔT B)2 (ΔAB)2 (ΔU )2 (ΔD)2 (ΔJ )2 (ΔL)2

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

(ΔC B)N (ΔT B)N (ΔAB)N (ΔU )N (ΔD)N (ΔJ )N (ΔL)N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Then the step goes to G RC calculation, e.g. For TB, the TB G RC is:

(GRCT B)i = (Δmin + δΔmax )/(ΔT B)i + δΔmax ) (1)

where δ ∈ [0, 1], and Δmin and Δmax can be calculated as:

Δmax = maxi (ΔC Bi + ΔT Bi + ΔABi + ΔDi + ΔUi + ΔJi + ΔLi ) (2)

and

Δmin = mini (ΔC Bi + ΔT Bi + ΔABi + ΔDi + ΔUi + ΔJi + ΔLi ) (3)
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Step 4 Consider the relative importance of each of the attributes in the decision about the
network selection. A weight “W” is assigned to each attribute, such that W = WC B +
WT B + WAB + WU + WD + WJ + WL , then the new weighted G RC matrix is:

GRC=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

WC B
∗(GRCC B)1 WT B

∗(GRCT B)1 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )1 WL

∗(GRCL)1

WC B
∗(GRCC B)2 WT B

∗(GRCT B)2 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )2 WL

∗(GRCL)2

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

WC B
∗(GRCC B)N WT B

∗(GRCT B)N . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )N WL

∗(GRCL)N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Then determine the G RC for each network candidate: (GRCN W )i = WC B
∗(GRCC B)i +

WT B
∗(GRCT B)i + WAB

∗(GRC AB)i + WU
∗(GRCU )i + WD

∗(GRCD)i + WJ
∗(GRC J )i +

WL
∗(GRCL)i . The highest value is considered to be the best network.
Although such an MADM implementation provides a practical method for decision mak-

ing, maintains Always Best Connections (ABC) and considers sufficient QoS and QoE to
meet the user requirements, the problem is that radio resources are not fully utilised and flow
distributions are not optimised because:

– The network selection process is static but not dynamic. A static network resource allo-
cation may jeopardise the network flexibility, e.g. there can be at some stage low priority
services occupied most stable paths which leaves high priority services have to use com-
paratively low quality paths or drop the call.

– The network selection is applied on limited interfaces such as between UMTS and WiMax
[5], between WiMax and WiFi, or even general cases without network characteristics
constraints [16]. These researches have different key points but should at least consider
realistic situations.

– The MADM is used as a functional unit like a “Brain” for a system, However, there is
very limited literatures discussing how to execute the commends issued from the “Brain”.

In our proposed mobility & flow distribution framework, apart from the GRA MADM
implementation, we intend to introduce a more dynamic mechanism which tackles flexility
issues when nodes are moving. Towards an all IP networking environment, we also devise
a novel IPv6 based solution for transparent mobility management using network policy
enforcement.

3 Heterogeneous Wireless Network Mobility

The integration of different access networks can be managed either loosely coupled or tightly
coupled. A stronger coupling uses the radio resource more efficiently compared to a looser
coupling but at the cost of major devices modifications and software/handware unpdates.
The research [19] uses a tightly coupling approach where the WiFi network is integrated in
the UMTS network. Changes must be made on WiFi Access Points (APs), Gateway GPRS
Support Node (GGSN) and Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) to connect APs directly
to the UMTS network. The WiFi network also requires modification to facilitate a virtual
interface for WiFi to UMTS connection.

Different from low performance IPv4 loose coupling, mobile IPv6 is a more practi-
cal approach to provide the mobility support with guaranteed service quality. Since an IP
network mobility implementation can be independent from any media resource, radio net-
work types and transparent among applications, it is reasonable to incorporate the node and
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network mobility support in the context of next generation IPv6 based transporting archi-
tecture (the mobile node referring to a node or node with an IP subnet capable of changing
their IP topological locations according to [14]). We first devise a heterogenous wireless
networking environment where all current wireless radio network types are presented, while
the networks are loosely coupled; they remain autonomous independently-managed entities.
The mobile IPv6 is used for gluing the networks and hence providing a generic inter-network
and intra-network communication platform. Very limited modification is required for WiFi,
UMTS or WiMax as long as the hardware supports IPv6. The Mobile Router (MR) can act
as multi-interfaced resource and IP manager for the end users.

The network mobility (NEMO) basic support protocol [6] enables complete networks
(nodes) to roam among different access networks or subnets without disrupting network
nodes ongoing sessions and without requiring any specific mobility capability in the hosts.
However, it has limitations on medium access layer and transport performances layer due
to an increased path length, service differentiation & networking environment complexity,
and the packet overhead that this solution introduces. Such limitations trigger the need for
a higher level policies enforcement regulating network selection & mobility management,
which will be further discussed in Sect. 1. Currently the NEMO proposal allows Multiple
Care-of Address implementation. It is facilitated through Flow Bindings and is being stand-
ardised by IEFT and 3GPP. The multi-interfaced MR, as the resource manager, can use any
radio resource provided by any network accesses. Due to flow binding implementation, the
MR operators can follow policies to redirect each flow among all network interfaces cur-
rently in use according to their service requirements such as cost, bandwidth, security or QoS.
We therefore extends our previous WiFi only multi-homed testbed [24] to a WiFi, WiMax
and UMTS co-exist multi-homed testbed. The research focuses on the transparent heteroge-
neous network mobility and it can give service providers an option to realise dynamic flow
management across different platforms, alleviating the resource management difficulties.

The testbed provides real-time data analysis facilities and the proposed system architec-
ture is shown in Fig. 2. A set of customised Linux boxes and routers were configured to act
as the Network and flow Selection (NSA) enabler, Mobile Access Gateway, Local Mobil-
ity Anchor, Status Check Unit, Negotiation Unit, the Corresponding Node (CN), the Home
Agent (HA) and the Personal Gateway (PG)/Mobile Router (MR) equipped with two WiFi
interfaces, one Airspan WiMax interface with Customer Promises Equipment (802,16d, Air-
span MicroMAXd model, Time Division Duplex (TDD) 5.8 GHz) and a cellular interface
emulator. The mobile node (or referred as Mobile Network Node (MNN)) is a Windows XP
PC in the mobile network whose multi-access and mobility proxy is the MR. The NSA was
simplified as a network policy generator in the experiments. To test video, data transfer and
voice service including traditional voice and VoIP, the Correspondent Nodes (CN) is a video
streaming server, a FTP server, and a voice service server for the mobile node. For example,
IPv6 enabled VLC media applications can be used for video streaming and FTP, representing
typical realtime and non-real-time applications, respectively.

The testbed evaluates both horizontal & vertical mobilities and IPv6 enabled multi-hom-
ing scenarios. The vertical handovers happen between UMTS and WiMax, UMTS and WiFi,
WiMax and WiFi. The network mobility of WiFi network can be understood as WiFi flows
travel from one sub-network to another sub-network. It can be also translated as an intra-sys-
tem handover. We discussed related issues in Sect. 3.2. Figure 3 presents a typical experiment,
a node associated with a three radio interfaced MR starts moving following a trajectory from
point 0 to point 3. The CN of the mobile node can be any node in the heterogenous sys-
tem using any radio access. At point 0, the node is connected to CN through standard WiFi
interface. At point 1, the mobile node is associated with another WiFi router using different
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Fig. 2 The novel heterogenous wireless network mobility testbed
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Fig. 3 A horizontal and vertical handovers scenario presentation

IPv6 subnet address. This means during the transfer the traffic has migrated from one subnet
to another subnet while such a mobility can not be implemented in IPv4 networks without
connection loss. The handover between point 0 and 1 is still intra-system because the serving
WiFi interface is not changed. At point 2, the mobile node is associated with a WiMax base
station using standard WiMax interface. The handover between point 1 and 2 is vertical as the
access has been changed from WiFi to WiMax. At point 3, the mobile node communicates
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with CN directly through UMTS. The handover between point 2 and 3 is vertical as the access
has been changed from WiMax to UMTS. As explained in Sect. 3, the handover process is
transparent to end user therefore the end user may not notice any service changes albeit the
serving network access types has been changed two times.

3.1 Heterogenous Network Vertical Mobility

The vertical handover (inter network handover) happens when a flow leaves the serving
network and communicates with another entity that belongs to a different network access.
The flow does not necessarily change the connection method to an MR in IPv6 and actu-
ally, the MR acts as the mobility agent negotiating with backbone IP networks to continue
communication sessions.

The vertical mobilities are differentiated between network accesses therefore we have
implemented 6 loose coupling handover procedures. Figure 4 illustrates the handover from a
UMTS network to a WiFi network based on 3GPP UMTS/WLAN interworking architecture
[29]. When the UMTS SGSN decides to initiate a handover of a flow to WiFi, it sends a
WiFi device activation request to the mobile node’s MR. The activation request contains the
Service Set Identifier (SSID) and the allocated channel numbers of the WiFi AP. The MR
switches on its WiFi interface without a scanning process as it is able to proactively associate
with an AP through mobile IPv6. Then it directly transmits the connection request to the
corresponding AP. The WiFi AP registers the MR and replies with the connection response.
As pointed out by WiFi standards, such connection must be acknowledged before packet
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forwarding. The MR then sends a Packet Data Protocol (PDP) context acceptance message
to the UMTS SGSN because the PDP context exchange is required to establish the connection
to the network backbone. The SGSN transmits a PDP message to the MR while the message
contains the assigned IP address to access WiFi network. The IP address allocation is per
flow basis therefore each flow has and only has one unique IP address.

When the MR indicates that the WiFi interface preparation has been completed after mes-
sage exchanges, the UMTS SGSN sends a handover initialisation message to the MR and
the MR will return an initialisation response. The message informs the MR that the flow is
going to be diverted from UMTS to WiFi in the handover module. The MR then waits for
new packets arrive from the IP layer, buffers the packets, and forwards them to the WiFi
module. After switching the interfaces, an activated virtual switching tunnel is established
between interfaces over infrastructure backbone. The process of switching tunnel finishes
off the handovers. The packets buffered in the MR UMTS interface are forwarded to the
WiFi medium access layer. After the handover module procedures, the MR should be able
to release the UMTS Radio Access Bearer (RAB) and disconnect from the UMTS Node
B to save MR’s power and available channels. Note that all the vertical handovers follow
soft handover procedures. The new link is established before disconnecting to an old link,
which means the old serving network will not be disconnected until new serving network is
available. For UMTS, we also assume the PDP context is deactivated automatically upon the
RAB release response.

The vertical handover from the WiFi interface to the UMTS interface is illustrated in
Fig. 5. Similar to the handover procedure from UMTS to WiFi, it is started with the UMTS
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Fig. 5 WiFi to UMTS vertical handover illustration
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Fig. 6 WiMax to UMTS vertical handover illustration

device activation request from the UMTS SGSN. After the connection request and connection
response massage exchange, the PDP Context is established to install a RAB, radio bearer
and radio link. After receiving the PDP context accept message, the MR signals on WiFi that
the initialisation is completed and the SGSN can now initiate the handover. The handover
module of the MR then switches from WiFi to UMTS, replies to the initiation request and
buffers the UMTS packets. After receiving the reply message, the SGSN sends incoming
packets to the WiFi AP. Finally, a disassociation notification is sent from the WiFi AP to the
MR which is used to switch off the WiFi interface. In order to complete the whole handover
procedure, a virtual link is also established over infrastructure backbone network between
the WiFi AP and UMTS Node B for handover signalling exchange.

Figure 6 presents WiMax to UMTS handover procedure proposed. We first assume that
there exists an agreement between UMTS and WiMax providers therefore the UMTS Node
B can transmit to the MR the WiMax neighboring cell information and vice versa. The MR
shall send the measurement report to the WiMax BS containing information of each candi-
date UMTS cell. The Access Service Network Gateway, which is similar to UMTS RNC,
initialises a handover request to WiMax Access Gateway (WAG) and then to Packet Data
Gateway (PDG). The PDG will then send an UMTS interface activation commend to the
MR to open its UMTS interface. After the connection request and connection response mes-
sage exchange, the UMTS PDP context is established to install a RAB, add UMTS Radio
Bearer (RB) and setup the Radio links (RL). The MR then sends the handover initialisation
request message to the PDG who serves the indicated WiMax base station. The MR handover
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module then buffers the packets, sends WiMax to UMTS handover response to PDG and
switch the access to UMTS interface. An activate switching tunnel via infrastructure is estab-
lished between PDG and Node B right after that the PDG sends the handover notification
confirmation to ASN and then to WiMax base station. The message exchange informs the
WiMax radio bearer that the vertical handover has been made. Upon reception the handover
confirmation message, the MR sends Mobile IP (MIP) release message to the PDG. The
MR will then get a MIP release response. The MR’s WiMax interface is deactivated after a
message exchange of WiMax interface deactivation request and response.

Before the handover from UMTS to WiMax is initiated, when a mobile node (or more
specifically the Mobile Terminal (MT) + MR) moves to an overlapped zone, it can measure
the signal strength from the neighboring WiMax base stations. We assume the MR can help
with WiMax authentication. The handover scheme is depicted in Fig. 7. The UMTS RNC
initiates the handover procedure by notifying the target WiMax base station where the MT is
handovered to. The message including the MT information, candidate WiMax-B identifiers,
the required QoS of MT’s current applications, etc. will be sent to the GGSN and then to
SGSN. The GGSN and SGSN together perform the Domain Name Service (DNS) request to
learn the addresses.

The SGSN will then send a WiMax interface activation commend to the MR to open its
WiMax interface. The MR initiates the connection setup by exchanging WiMax Ranging
(RNG) request and and RNG response in the target WiMax femtocell. The MR then per-
forms Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) request to obtain new local IP address.
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As IPv6 is used, the local address is allocated by Stateless Address Auto-configuration (SAA)
mechanism without presence of the DHCP server. The MR then sends the handover initiali-
sation request message to the SGSN who serves the indicated cellular base station. The MR
handover module buffers the packets, sends UMTS to WiMax handover response to SGSN
and switch the access to WiMax interface. An activate switching tunnel via infrastructure
is established between UMTS Node B and WiMax-B right after that the SGSN sends the
handover notification confirmation to UMTS RNC and then to UMTS Node B. The message
exchange will inform the UMTS radio bearer the vertical handover has been made. Upon
reception the handover confirmation message, the MR sends RAB release request, RB release
request and RL delete request to release the UMTS communication channels.

Due to the similarity of the WiFi and WiMax systems, a slightly tighter coupling architec-
ture is used for WiFi/WiMAX. A functional unit, named mobility service agent, is introduced
to ASN. ASN provides mobility support in conjunction with multiple WiMax base stations.
By incorporating a correct mapping mechanism [13] between WiFi and WiMax, a WiFi AP
can also connect to the WiMax ASN. This enables a WiFi & WiMax mobility service agent
to be easily created using an ASN Gateway. In this case the problem of handling mobility
across WiFi and WiMax simplifies to the mobility handling across WiMax base stations
which already has concrete solutions. This specific design choice yields several advantages
towards handling a low latency mobility scheme.

Figure 8 presents the handover procedure from WiMax to WiFi, it first sends a WiFi device
activation request to the MR. The activation request contains the SSID and the allocated chan-
nel numbers of the WiFi AP. The MR then switches on its WiFi interface and directly transmits
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the connection request to the AP. The WiFi AP registers the MR and replies with a connection
response. Right after the connection response, standard MIP operations are carried between
the WiFi AP and the MR such as local IP address registration and IP address renewal. The
MR then sends the handover initialisation request message to the PDG who serves the cur-
rent AP. The MR handover module then buffers the packets, sends WiMax to WiFi handover
response to PDG and switch the access to UMTS interface. An activate switching tunnel via
infrastructure is established between PDG and AP to facilitate the mapping function. The
objective is to map events between WiFi and R6 events, thus allowing the device to appear
as a normal access point to the client, and a normal WiMAX base station to the ASN gate-
way. The message exchange will after handover inform the WiMax radio bearer the vertical
handover has been made. Upon reception the confirmation message, the MR sends Mobile IP
(MIP) release message to the PDG. The MR will then get a MIP release response. The MR’s
WiMax interface is deactivated after a message exchange of WiMax interface deactivation
request and response.

The vertical handover from the WiFi interface to the WiMax interface is illustrated in
Fig. 9. Similar to the handover procedure from WiMax to WiFi, the mobility service agent
with mapping function is used and the handover is started with the WiFi device activa-
tion request from the PDG. After the connection request and connection response massage
exchange, the MR initiates the connection setup by exchanging WiMax RNG request and
response in the target WiMax femtocell. The MR then performs DHCP request to obtain
new local IP address and the local address is allocated by SAA mechanism. The MR then
sends the handover initialisation request message to the AP who connects to the serving
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WiFi network. The MR handover module then buffers the packets, sends WiFi to WiMax
handover response to PDG and switch the access to WiMax interface. An activate switching
tunnel via infrastructure is established between AP and PDG with mapping function. The
handover acknowledgement will inform the AP that the vertical handover has been made.
Upon reception the handover confirmation message, the MR sends messages to release WiFi
access channel and IP address.

3.2 Heterogenous Network Horizontal Mobility

For WiFi horizontal mobility, the handover execution is built upon the NEMO implemen-
tation (NEPL) with integrated Multiple Care of Addresses (MCoA) support in multiple
subnetworks as shown in Fig. 2. We implement Localised Mobility Management (LMM) to
deal with IP mobility management confined within the WiFi network. The LMM signalling
is not routed outside the WiFi network, although a WiFi horizontal handover may trigger
LMM signalling. LLM protocols exploit the locality of movement by confining movement
related changes to the network. The approach is also recommended by IETF and has another
name called Network-based Localized Mobility Management (NetLMM) [15]. Once used, a
mobile node can move around in the WiFi access network attaching to various points of the
access network while maintaining an IP layer configuration that does not change as the MT’s
points of attachment change. It is intended to support packet forwarding to mobile nodes that
change their point of attachment to the network without any protocol support at the IP layer
on the mobile node to support that mobility.

The NetLMM structure consists of Mobile Access Gateway (MAG) and Local Mobility
Anchor (LMA). MAG is a router that an MT is attached to as the first hop router. Each MAG
has its own identifier used between the MAG and the LMA. The LMA is a router that main-
tains reachable node addresses while the mobile node moves around within the NetLMM
structure. MAG and LMA together provide a mobile connectivity service to mobile nodes
that are attaching to the infrastructure, leaving the structure, and moving around within the
structure. The NetLMM focuses on the IPv6 structure and support of IPv6 nodes due to its
flexibility, but it is envisioned that with modifications the protocol could be also used with an
IPv4 structure or to support IPv4 nodes. In the absence of link-layer specific mechanism, it
allows the MAG to detect the network attachment of an MT and update routing at the LMA
so a mobile node stays reachable when it roams across the NetLMM domain. The IP layer
interface between MTs and access routers is specified for network-based localised mobility.
No dedicated NetLMM software is needed and instead the interface described sends public
key as MT identifier and it is solely based on standard track IPv6 protocols.

When an MT appears in a local network, for example in subnet 1 of Fig. 2. It first deter-
mines its IP address by DHCP or Duplicate Address Detection (DAD). Next it sends attach
message which contains its IP configurations to the MAG as its attached router. After receiv-
ing that message, the MAG sends Location Registration (LR) request to the LMA in the local
network. This LR request includes MT-ID, MT-IP and MAG-IP. MT-ID is a static identifi-
cation of the MT, as well as its physical address and the MT’s serving MR information. The
MAG then sets a buffer called LR list, which contains the MT-IP and the projection of the
address of LMA. The LMA checks its own cache after receiving the LR request. If no content
of the MT is found, DAD operation must be taken. If DAD fails, an LR acknowledgement
is sent back to MAG in order to indicate the DAD is failed, and the MAG must delete the
corresponding LR list and inform the MT that its current IP address is invalid. If the DAD
succeeds, the LMA sets a buffer of MT-IP and MAG address called LR cache, and then
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sends a LR acknowledgement which represents registration success to MAG. After the LR
acknowledgement procedures, a bidirectional tunnel is constructed. LMA and MAG are in
charge of the encapsulation and decapsulation at the two ends of the tunnel. Apparently, the
NetLMM avoid the path inefficiency problem when compared to normal mobile IP structure
because the traditional Mobile IP’s transport tunnel must route through the HA, which may
be distant and causes long delays.

As shown in Fig. 10, the disassociation of WiFi AP 1 and association of WiFi AP 2 begin
with the layer-2 handover process. The next hop AP probing procedure takes place right
after disassociation. The procedure is avoidable if the next subnet’s AP information can be
directly obtained before handover started. After probing, the MT continues with the authen-
tication and association to AP. Notice that the disassociation, authentication and association
functionalities are default WiFi processes, which have difficulties to be optimised to reduce
handover latency. After the completion of Layer-2 handover, the procedure goes to layer-3
handover. When the MT connects to a new WiFi AP, it first performs address configuration
process such as DAD to make sure its IP address is unique but not duplicated in this network.
During the DAD procedure, MT sends Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) request, asking if
there’s someone already using the IP address assigned. After several random ARP requests
sent without reply, the MT is confirmed that the IP address is a valid one and then uses
it. Meanwhile, as an option the MT can send gratuitous ARPs in order to assist other net-
work devices for updating distributed address forwarding database and ARP tables. However,
sending ARP requests and pending for reply may waste handover time.

The next procedures after address configuration & resolution are Layer 3 routing advertise-
ment and registration. Refer to Fig. 10, the routing advertisement starts when MT sends Inter-
net Control Message Protocol (ICMP) router solicitation, and completes when MT receives
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MIP advertisement. The registration starts when MT sends MIP registration request and
completes when MT receive mobile registration reply. The registration procedure includes a
Round Trip Time (RTT) between the MR to HA. The distance between a foreign link and the
home link may be quite long when it involves the travel time in other heterogeneous wireless
networks entities. After the MIP registration, to transparently route packets to the MT’s care-
of address, three new procedures are introduced in IPv6. These are the binding update, the
binding acknowledgment and the binding request procedures. The three procedures form the
notification procedure, which is the association of the home address and the care-of address
of an MT with the lifetime association, in which the MT informs other nodes of its current
location. The HA is first informed through a binding update to tunnel the packets destined
to the MT that arrives at the HA. Then the HA will sent back the bind acknowledgement
to the MT. As in IPv6 the CN can communicate directly with the MT. For this the HA first
via a binding update informs the CN of the MT’s current location with a care-of address.
The MT with the care-of address will sent another round of binding updates directly to the
CN. The handover procedure finishes when the MT receives the binding update from the
CN. It is also possible that the MT may return to its home link after sometime. Therefore,
in this scenario, the MT will first notify its HA. The binding messages are transferred in the
new IPv6 extension header [9], available as Destination Option Header (DOH). This header
contains binding specific information, which is only examined and processed by the ultimate
destination. The binding messages can be either send as a stand-alone packet without user
data or included within any IPv6 packet carrying any payload with user data.

In UMTS systems different horizontal handover types have been introduced to cope also
with other requirements such as load control, coverage provisioning and offering quality of
services. The major part of the mobility control signalling between end user and UMTS Radio
Access (UTRAN) is done by the Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocol and managed by
RNC. The inter GSM-UMTS hard handovers between UTRAN and the (Global System for
Mobile communication) GSM radio access network is vital but we assume the next genera-
tion cellular system would replace GSM soon. Therefore, the soft and softer handovers are
main mobility types considered in the UMTS system following Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access (WCDMA) access method as described in 3GPP specification TR 25.922
[28].

The UMTS soft or softer intra-system handover occurs when a mobile node is in the
overlapping coverage area of two adjacent cells. The node has two simultaneous connections
to the UTRAN part of the network using different air interface channels concurrently. In the
case of soft handover the mobile node is in the overlapping cell coverage area of two sectors
belonging to different Node B; softer handover is the situation where one Node B receives
two user signals from two adjacent sectors it serves. According to 3GPP, we setup soft hand-
over occurs in 5–10% of the connections and the softer handover is assumed as a internal
packet switching process with 100 % succuss rate. The soft handover situation is very similar
in the downlink direction. The signals received at the MT from the two different Node Bs are
combined using RAKE processing. The uplink direction is different, the received signals can
no longer be combined in the Node B but are routed to the RNC. The combining follows a
different principle; in the RNC the two signals are compared on a frame-by-frame basis and
the best candidate is selected after each interleaving period; i.e. every 10, 20, 40 or 80 ms.
There is an outer loop power control algorithm measures the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
of received uplink signals at a rate between 10 and 100 Hz, this information is used to select
the channels with the best quality during the soft handover.

For WiMax horizontal mobility management, we propose to use standards after 802.16e-
2005 since the 802.16-2004 does not support handover at all. 802.16e and 802.15d supports
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three handover methods [26]: the hard handover, the Fast Station Switching (FBSS) and
Macro Diversity Handover (MDHO). The hard handover is mandatory and the last two ones
are optional. The hard handover is normally a procedure to change the serving WiMax-B
using a “brake-before-make” way. The connection to the old WiMax-B is broken before a new
WiMax-B is connected. While connected to a WiMax-B, the mobile node listens to the link-
layer messages in case a new WiMax-B’s periodically broadcasted neighbour advertisement
message is received. The message informs facts such as signal quality from a neighbouring
WiMax-B. If a better WiMax-B is not found, the mobile node can store the information for
possible future handovers. We currently only consider the hand handover for the WiMax
sub-system in our heterogenous wireless environment and leave the other two schemes as
options.

The cell (re)selection including RNG (RNG-REQ and RNG-RSP message exchange) is
the first process with intention to find a potential WiMax-B for handover. It begins with syn-
chronisation to the first WiMax-B and Downlink/Uplink parameters. The Actual handover
begins when a decision is made that a mobile node changes the serving WiMax-B. In our case,
we propose that individual mobile node make distributed decision instead of central decision
directed by WiMax-B network. The decision is then confirmed with a MOB − HO − IND
message which is sent by the mobile node and it tells the WiMax-B whether the handover is
proceeded or not. After handover initialisation, the mobile node syncretises with Downlink
and Uplink by obtaining required parameters. The RNG is a phase that consists of several
processes between the mobile node and the target WiMax-B in order to communicate the
properties of the transmission link [25].

4 Policy Based Mobility Management

Our network Multihoming capability is defined as the ability of having different connections
to backbone Internet potentially through different service providers. A multihoming solution
at the host level is required to gain full advantage of robustness and ubiquitous access. Cur-
rently at least 60% of stub service domains are multihomed to two or more service providers
[1]. We would like to extend the multihoming capability to end user level.

A multihomed MT can have several paths with its CN. During communications, an MT
switches between or simultaneously uses heterogenous wireless network accesses. In this
research we focus on the switching (mobility) aspect of the multihoming with policy man-
agement. The mobility testbed is then seen including 4 paths between the MT and the CN,
which are WiFi path 1, WiFi path 2, WiMax Path 3 and UMTS Path 4, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
The decision to divert a flow over a specific path relies on filter rules, which result from the
comparison between the path’s characteristics and the user policy. Multihoming protocols
provide user interfaces to configure the filter rules. However, no method described usage
policy in terms of multiple attributes such as cost, bandwidth, delay, other network charac-
teristics as well as policy matching process. The MADM based policy enforcement provides
the first decision making mechanism to generate filter rules for a multihomed heterogenous
wireless network.

In order to provide better QoS, guarantee the QoE and maxmise revenue, service providers
that require perform load sharing, load balancing and traffic handover among the available
paths have to configure the flow distribution mechanism available on the node according
to different application objectives. A packet to be sent to the destination is then processed
by this flow distribution mechanism, and according to the decision, transmitted via one of
the multiple paths or multiple paths. However, in order to perform flow distribution, current
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multihoming protocols usually provide a filtering mechanism that is dependent from the
protocol specification. If the user wants to specify a flow distribution, it has to translate the
objective to a protocol-specific rule processed by the filtering mechanism [22]. The multih-
omed nodes are lacking a method for policy management on top of the multihoming protocols
to describe user policy. We therefore in this section propose a policy management framework
specifically for flow distribution. In next subsection we discuss how to apply MADM to make
flow distribution decision in Sect. 4.2

4.1 Flow Distribution Policy

In order to define the policy framework, some terminologies are used for the policy manage-
ment context:

– Requester A requester is a local or remote entity that solicits the node’s flow distribution
mechanism with a set of policies.

– Flow A flow is a traffic stream defined by a set of selectors (for example, the IP source
and destination address, the source and destination port, the source ID and destination
ID etc.).

– Policy A policy associates flows with the objective path’s characteristics. This represents
the end user, service provider or both parities’ objective for each traffic flow.

– Policy Rule A Policy Rule associates policies with a set of conditions. This represents
what policies must be applied when the conditions are fulfilled.

– Filter Rule A filter rule associates a flow to an action (the output path to choose, drop the
flow, divert to another path, share traffic between paths etc.). This is typically the output
from the policy management mechanism once the user’s policies have been processed
and enforced.

All multihoming protocols such as mobile IPv6, Shim Protocol for IPv6 (SHIM6), Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) and Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) are based on
identifier/locator separation with a shim, who deals with multiplexing and demultiplexing.
All protocols provide a filtering mechanism and it is up to requesters to choose a locator
by configuring filter rules. It is recommended in [21] that the policy enforcement should
use existing operation system’s packet filtering mechanism such as Packet Filtering (PF) or
NetFilter. For example, for our testbed, an MT using MCoA is always reachable at a unique
permanent IPv6 address while maintaining several temporary addresses representing the real
location. As the locators can change over the time, each path is identified with a Binding
Unique Identification (BID) number. Each path is represented by an operating-system spe-
cific mtun tunnel interface. Each mtun interface is bound to a physical interface. By default,
all traffic is sent to one of the mtun interfaces e.g. mtun 0, but the user can specify some filter
rules by using operating system’s PF filtering mechanism.

As seen from Fig. 2 the testbed for example has two identical WiFi subnetwork flows
2001:192:168:100::/64 and 2001:192:168:101::/64. They are bound to two interface mtun 0
and mtun 1 separately. The following PF rules send all the traffic from 2001:192:168:100::/64
through interface mtun 0 except WEB traffic that is sent through interface bound to mtun 1
and port no WEB traffic is 80:

pass out route-to mtun0 inet6
from 2001:192:168:100::/64 to any

pass out route-to mtun1 inet6
from 2001:192:168:100::/64 to any port 80
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Fig. 11 The policy management framework for heterogenous wireless network flow distribution

A NEMO Basic Support implementation has been extended to support MCoA policy
routing and traffic diverting [18]. The packet marking capability is used to send a flow via a
specific path with the BID. No output interface names are ever used to define routing (mobil-
ity) policies, and another part of the system maintains the relationship between the mark and
the path (the actual output interface) to be used to send the matched packets.

As seen from Fig. 2 the testbed for example has a WiMax interface using
2001:192:168:102::/64, the following rule marks with the integer value 8 (-j MARK -
set-mark 8) all the WEB traffic (-p 80) whose IPv6 source address matches the prefix
2001:192:168:102::/64 (-source 2001:192:168:102::1).

ip6tables -A PREROUTING -t mangle
-p 80
–source 2001:192:168:102::/64
-j MARK –set-mark 8

All packets matching this rule will then be routed via the path bound to the BID 8. Notice
either the user or the provider cannot define policies and must deal directly with the OS-spe-
cific packet filtering mechanism to configure the system’s flow distribution. Therefore the
policy rules installed are protocol-dependent because the output interface or the BID has to
be specified.

To process the policy data set by using existing multihoming protocols and implementa-
tions. We have devised a suite of modules and functions as shown in Fig. 11. The requester
tries to distribute the flows among available paths by submitting a set of policies via server
and policy exchanger. Refer to Figs. 1 and 11, the framework has two Policy data server &
exchangers (No 1 and No 2) servicing local network radio resource examiner (radio resource
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parameters after MADM nomalisation) and remote service providers, separately. Those filter
rules concluded after matching process are then used as input to the PF, which make sure the
flow is diverted to the correct output interface. Regarding the matching process, the filter rules
can be matched and exchanged between peer exchangers to optimise the user and the service
provider’s gain in terms of QoS and QoE. The flow distribution is decided by comparing two
requesters’ preferred policies. The service provides policy set server lists current available
service contracts, which are binding agreements of QoS and QoE levels. Obviously, if a
local policy can not meet the requirement of the remote policy set, the end user may require
negotiate with the service providers again to redistribute the flow or have to drop the flow if
the renegotiation is unsuccessful.

Each path is represented by an operating-system specific policy rule, XML at application
layer is used to carry signalling exchange for network/path selection protocol in the pol-
icy framework. Between system entities, coded SOAP/HTTP massages are used. The path
maintainer is the Mobile IPv6 multihoming protocol with MCoA, which manages multiple
paths (four different paths in our example testbed) between the peers. The output of the
module is the pairing identifier and path BID for MCoA. The path examiner is responsible
for collecting information and characteristics for each path, the output is fed to network radio
resource management examiner which concludes parameters such as medium access avail-
ability, bandwidth, delays, jitter, data rates and costs. The output or radio resource examiner
feeds information to the MADM decision maker. More details on dynamic MADM based
flow distribution making will be followed in the next subsection. The MADM server together
with the local policy set server & exchanger make distributed flow distribution decisions from
the end user perspective. However, as stated previously, the flow decision here is not perma-
nent and may be overridden later after policies exchange between the local and the remote
policy servers.

The filter rule exchanger gets the filter rules from the condition & path decision module.
Filter rules for the local server are translated to the system-specific packet filtering rules
by a functional unit named filter rule encoder. The rules are then installed on the system.
Regarding the classic policy management procedures, the policy exchanger and the filter
rule exchanger can be implemented in the same way as described by the Common Open
Policy Service protocol (COPS) [8]. Both the local server and the remote server getting
policy data sets from the requesters play the role of the Policy Decision Point for a given
communication session, and the target hosts installing the resulting filter rules are the Policy
Enforcement Point (PEP). Upon an event e.g. one path is not available and the communica-
tion session needs to be diverted to another path, the information is then transmitted from
the path maintainer up to the condition & path decision module that will process the policy
data set again and provide new filter rules adapted to the current path characteristics. The
remote server on the other hand, will also process the policy data set and provides filter rules.
All the filter rules are then compared and matched to issue a permanent flow distribution
commend.

4.2 Flow Distribution Decision Making

For local server flow distribution decision making, we have applied a modified GRA based
MADM algorithm considering QoS and QoE parameters. The four communication paths’
attribute values, which are determined at the time of network flow distribution, are provided
in Table 1. The estimation for cost per byte, total bandwidth, allowed bandwidth, utilisation,
packet delay, packet jitter and packet loss considers current communications standards [2].
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The two WiFi paths adopt the IEEE 802.11n, the UMTS uses High-Speed Downlink Packet
Access (HSDPA) and the WiMax system uses IEEE 802.16e.

The flow distribution and network selection are influenced by the requested service types
indicated by the user. Three services, namely Voice over IP (VoIP) with low bit rate, real-
time and best effort transmission mechanism, streaming video with high bit rate and soft
real-time service characteristics, and WEB browsing with varying bit rate, bursty and non
real-time are modelled. The service types are used to assign attribute weights. The total
attribute weights is 1. For the VoIP traffic, because it does not require much total band-
width, we assign 0.05 to WT B−V oI P . As a smaller available bandwidth weight can control
the capacity occupied by a service type, we therefore assign 0.05 to WAB−V oI P to alleviate
the disadvantage of VoIP contention-based access. The communication sessions are mostly
distributed so the transport cost is not considered significant. The service is usually used
for non-urgent communications which is not seen as of much utilisation. We assign 0.1 to
WC B−V oI P and WU−V oI P . VoIP data packets live in Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP)
packets which are inside User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, the low latency, jitter and
packet loss attributes are significant for good QoE. We assign 0.3 weights for WD−V oI P

and 0.2 weights for WJ−V oI P and WL−V oI P . The total weight is calculated as WV oI P =
WC B−V oI P +WT B−V oI P +WAB−V oI P +WU−V oI P +WD−V oI P +WJ−V oI P +WL−V oI P =
0.05+0.05+0.1+0.1+0.3+0.2+0.2 = 1. For the stream video traffic, the service needs
large bandwidth for both total bandwidth and available bandwidth. 0.2 is assigned to
WT B−V ideo and WAB−V ideo. The transport cost can be very high to guarantee high qual-
ity streaming and such a service is used for both urgent and non-urgent communications. We
assign 0.2 and 0.1 to WC B−V ideo and WU−V ideo, separately. Small jitter, delay and packet lose
are acceptable due to buffering in video on demand scenarios, but users of interactive appli-
cations such as video conferencing will experience a loss of fidelity if the delay that buffering
contributes to exceeds 200 ms therefore we assign a fair weight to the three attributes, which
is 0.1. The total weight is calculated as WV ideo = WC B−V ideo +WT B−V ideo +WAB−V ideo +
WU−V ideo+WD−V ideo+WJ−V ideo+WL−V ideo = 0.2+0.2+0.2+0.1+0.1+0.1+0.1 = 1.
For the WEB traffic, the session overall volume is flexible therefore the demand for total band-
width or available bandwidth is flexible. We assign 0.1 to WT B−W E B and WAB−W E B . The
transport cost is very high, e.g. the web page over UMTS link can be very expensive. There
is almost no urgent communication request for such a service so the utilisation is low. We
therefore assign 0.4 to WC B−W E B and 0.05 to WU−W E B , separately. The latency, jitter and
packet loss attributes are given a fair value for reasonable QoE. We assign 0.15 weights for
WJ−W E B and 0.1 weights for WD−W E B and WL−W E B . The total weight is calculated as
WW E B = WC B−W E B + WT B−W E B + WAB−W E B + WU−W E B + WD−W E B + WJ−W E B +
WL−W E B = 0.4 + 0.1 + 0.1 + 0.05 + 0.15 + 0.1 + 0.1 = 1.

From a decision making perspective attributes of the i th candidate flow can be represented
by a vector as follows:

Table 1 The attribute values for path & flow distribution under consideration

CB (units) TB (Mbit/s DL) AB (%) U (Mbit/s) D (MSecs) J (MSecs) L

WiFi path 1 5 288.9 50 29 200 30 25 per 106

WiFi path 2 5 288.9 50 29 200 30 25 per 106

WiMax path 3 30 144 30 14 100 50 20 per 106

UMTS path 4 100 42 20 4 400 20 100 per 106
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F Li = [C Bi , T Bi , ABi , Ui , Di , Ji , Li ]
We design the testbed including five flow distribution types:

1. The WiFi flow No. 1 with no modification on network characteristics,
2. The WiFi flow No. 2 with half total bandwidth and 100% improved service stability for

delay, jitter and packet loss parameters,
3. The WiMax flow No. 3 with no modification,
4. The UMTS flow No. 4 with no modification,
5. The multihoming flow No. 5 simultaneously using both flow No. 1 and flow No. 2.

For the five alternative flows to be considered, a matrix can be formulated as follows:

F L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

CB1 TB1 AB1 U1 D1 J1 L1

CB2 TB2 AB2 U2 D2 J2 L2

CB3 TB3 AB3 U3 D3 J3 L3

CB4 TB4 AB4 U4 D4 J4 L4

CB5 TB5 AB5 U5 D5 J5 L5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

The reference flow is also formulated as:

(F Lre f )i = [(C Bref )i , (T Bre f )i , (ABref )i , (Uref )i , (Dref )i , (Jre f )i , (Lre f )i ]
It can be considered as a desired set of attribute values given in the reference attribute vec-

tor. This reference attribute vector is used to adjust the raw attribute values for the alternative
flows before they are compared. The source of reference attribute values is fixed and provided
by the service provider experiences via their knowledge about the subscribed flow QoS and
QoE. The reference flow i’s attributes are then normalised and a normalised reference flow
distribution vector is created as:

(F̃ Lre f )i = [( ˜C Bref )i , ( ˜T Bref )i , ( ÃBre f )i , (Ũre f )i , (D̃re f )i , ( J̃re f )i , (L̃re f )i ]
The updated matrix is formed as:

F̃ L =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

˜C B1 ˜T B1 ÃB1 Ũ1 D̃1 J̃1 L̃1
˜C B2 ˜T B2 ÃB2 Ũ2 D̃2 J̃2 L̃2
˜C B3 ˜T B3 ÃB3 Ũ3 D̃3 J̃3 L̃3
˜C B4 ˜T B4 ÃB4 Ũ4 D̃4 J̃4 L̃4
˜C B5 ˜T B5 ÃB5 Ũ5 D̃5 J̃5 L̃5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

The value of each of the attributes in matrix F L is compared with a corresponding refer-
ence attribute value. The distance value from reference flow j is calculated as, for example,
for flow i, (ΔT B)i = |( ˜T Bre f ) j − ˜T Bi |. An absolute difference between the two values is
taken to calculate a new matrix as:

(ΔF L)i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(ΔC B)1 (ΔT B)1 (ΔAB)1 (ΔU )1 (ΔD)1 (ΔJ )1 (ΔL)1

(ΔC B)2 (ΔT B)2 (ΔAB)2 (ΔU )2 (ΔD)2 (ΔJ )2 (ΔL)2

(ΔC B)3 (ΔT B)3 (ΔAB)3 (ΔU )3 (ΔD)3 (ΔJ )3 (ΔL)3

(ΔC B)4 (ΔT B)4 (ΔAB)4 (ΔU )4 (ΔD)4 (ΔJ )4 (ΔL)4

(ΔC B)5 (ΔT B)5 (ΔAB)5 (ΔU )5 (ΔD)5 (ΔJ )5 (ΔL)5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

The G RC function, Δmax and Δmin are calculated using Eqs. 1, 2 and 3 separately. Con-
sidering the relative importance of each of the attributes for the flow distribution decision
making, during the process of overall comparison of alternatives, the impact of pair-wise
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comparison of different attributes is summed up. This summation is taken into consider-
ation the relative importance of each of the attributes involved in the decision making. The
weighted G RC matrix is:

GRC =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

WC B
∗(GRCC B)1 WT B

∗(GRCT B)1 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )1 WL

∗(GRCL)1

WC B
∗(GRCC B)2 WT B

∗(GRCT B)2 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )2 WL

∗(GRCL)2

WC B
∗(GRCC B)3 WT B

∗(GRCT B)3 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )3 WL

∗(GRCL)3

WC B
∗(GRCC B)4 WT B

∗(GRCT B)4 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )4 WL

∗(GRCL)4

WC B
∗(GRCC B)5 WT B

∗(GRCT B)5 . . . WJ
∗(GRC J )5 WL

∗(GRCL)5

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

After determination of the G RC for each network candidate:(GRCF L)i . The highest value
is considered to be the flow path.

This flow distribution framework candidates selection mechanism is not only applied on
the initial network (flow) selections before node first enters the heterogeneous environment,
but also are used on the following mobility scenarios to optimise the service quality and
increase the system revenue. For example, during node mobility course, the system hand-
overs and flow redistribution processes are available to the node any time. The mobility related
services change is transparent. The selection of next hop path candidate is dynamically man-
aged by the GRA MADM and the service change is triggered by the policy enforced. In
conclusion the GRA MADM applies on:

– The flow selection when a node with different service requests first enters the heteroge-
neous wireless networks;

– The flow redistribution when services are diverted from one flow to another flow to realise
system load balancing or path fault recovery;

– The inter-system handovers when a flow leaves the serving network and communicates
with another entity that belongs to a different network access;

– WiFi based intra-network handovers when a flow leaves the serving WiFi subnet and
communicates with another WiFi subnet which owns a different IP address.

4.3 Mobility Framework Simulation Models

The mobility framework has been validated through OMNET++ [23], which is a discrete
event simulation environment. We mainly consider packet level and session level modelling.
Multimedia traffics including voice, video and WEB data are modelled. The voice traffic is
modelled by means of an exponentially distributed call duration random variable with mean,
τH , equal to 3 min. With respect to QoS, the video trace is directly incorporated into the
simulator. A WEB traffic input model named ON/OFF model by [3] is used. It has several
activity levels with ON periods and OFF periods. The VoIP traffic also is represented by ON
and OFF sessions with mean duration equal to 6 min.

A Time Division Duplex (TDD) link is used for UMTS to support a higher link-rate of
20 Mbits/s. The signalling mini slot duration is 10% of the time-slot duration. Given the
mini slot time of 0.143 ms, a transmission bit rate of 20 Mbit/s, and 80 bits of signalling
information, there is a guard interval of 0.139 ms for receiver turn-around time. The IEEE
802.11b WiFi deploys CSMA/CA with exponential backoff. Slot time is set to 20 µs. The
sender is responsible for: receiving frame from upper layer; going to Backoff (BO) procedure;
transmitting frame; waiting for ACK (Acknowlegement) and going back to BO procedure.
The receiver node takes care of: Checking if received frame is ok; waiting for Short Inter
Frame Space (SIFS) and transmitting ACK. In BO procedure, if the time is due to timeout,
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the sender either doubles Contention Window (CW) or waits until channel is idle plus an
additional DCF Inter Frame Space (DIFS). CW is adjustable and simulation parameter is
listed as:

– SIFS: 10 µs.
– DIFS: 50 µs and DI F S = SIFS + 2 X slot time.
– BO: variable backoff (within one CW) and CW min: 31, CW max: 1023.

Three WiMax layer 2 sublayers are modelled: service-specific convergence sublayer (CS),
the MAC common part sublayer, and the security sublayer. QoS functions are implemented
in the MAC common part sublayer. Several service classes are defined to satisfy various QoS
requirements. For example, a VoIP connection is often associated with Unsolicited Grant
Service (UGS) to support Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or CBR-like flows with constant band-
width allocation. According to the QoS associated, the BS schedules radio resources with
various scheduling disciplines, such as round robin or First In and First Out (FIFO). The
transport layer functions are assumed to be handled by IPv6 backbone networks.

A traffic classification strategy is used with differentiated service profiles. Table 2 presents
QoS profiles used for three classes which are low profile user, normal profile user and high
profile user. The service request portion is distributed and shared among the three user clas-
ses. The traditional voice, VoIP, video and WEB traffics cell dwell times are all determined
by the Attraction Point Mobility Model (APMM) and session durations are the average of
different durations [20]. In APMM, nodes gather at populated areas during daytime and
return to suburbs in the evening. The algorithm first selects N attractors that are distributed
at points where nodes will progress towards. Prior heading for attraction points, nodes are
grouped together using cell type transition probabilities and each node selects a destination
using a fixed probability.

5 Mobility & Flow Distribution Performances

The mobility framework with mobile IPv6 has a minimal impact on existing heterogeneous
network infrastructure. It is expected that the system guarantees multiple service of varied
requirements. We in this section evaluate typical QoS and QoE parameters to prove the
mobility and flow distribution framework’s capability. Important metrics such as network

Table 2 Characteristics of QoS differentiated users

Low profile user Normal profile user High profile user

Voice traffic portion 5% 10% 15%

VoIP traffic portion 10% 5% 5%

Video traffic portion 5% 7% 8%

WEB traffic portion 5% 10% 15%

Voice traffic cell
dwell time:
Trace

VoIP traffic cell
dwell time:
Trace

Video traffic cell
dwell time:
Trace

Web traffic cell
dwell time:
Trace

Voice session
duration: 120 s

VoIP session
duration: 480 s

Video session
duration: 240 s

Web session
duration: 600 s
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capacity, mobility service grade and service terminations are compared to other simulated
heterogeneous wireless systems with different characteristics.

5.1 Network Capacity

For system capacity evaluation in a single cell, the performance is largely dependent on the
level of inter and intra cell interference in cellular mode and WiMax mode, the same-entity
interference in cellular mode and WiMax mode, and multiple access interference in WiFi
mode. Apparently, the capacity is expected to be increased by using the mobility framework
and we find the interferences are largely avoided by diverting traffic flows between accesses.

Used as a comparative benchmark, a current heterogenous wireless network without ded-
icated mobility & flow management is simulated. The handover procedure for WiFi, UMTS
or WiMax sub-networks operates as follows: an MT establishes a communication session
with a base station or an access point on a channel. When the node travels to another loca-
tion noticing reduced signal strength, if there are channels free in the target cell, the node
first choose the same network access. An intra-network handover failure results in a random
selection of the other two optional access networks. The communication sessions are then
transferred to a new base station or access point using inter-network handovers, otherwise
the attempt for handover is marked as a failure. To enhance this plain handover performance
and introduce fair competition, handover procedure parameters have been modified. At layer
2, the content based channel access for WiFi has been modified in favour of mobility. For
the other two systems which use slotted channel allocation protocols, each one reserves a
number of channels dedicatedly to serve handover requests. In the event when a node lodges
a request but can not find any free channels, the reserved slots are then activated. The number
of reserved channels is not fixed and is adjusted according to the communication demand
and input traffic volume. The second benchmark network is the simulation of the current het-
erogeneous wireless system situations where the inter-system handovers, flow distribution
and multihoming between different network accesses are not feasible. To simplify names,
we mark the three systems as HWN Mobility Test we proposed, HWN Vertical Test and
HWN Original, separately.

The first experiment is to verify the framework’ influence on the hybrid system overall
capacity under various traffic volume. The traffic input is increased gradually for all service
differentiated users.

The per cell capacities for the HWN Mobility Test and HWN Vertical Test are largely
improved when compared to HWN Original especially under high traffic volume from 200
nodes to 500 nodes. This is because the end users, not serviced by one access network, can
transparently transfer the services, while the HWN original system on the other hand has rigid
constrains in terms of mobility. As the traffic input is being increased, the HWN Mobility Test
system achieves near-complete connectivity and distributes services among three network
accesses using policy based flow distribution. Figure 12 records the per cell capacity perfor-
mance result for three systems. The capacities for HWN Mobility Test and HWN Vertical
increase until maximum throughput is reached at 56 and 52 Mbps, respectively. As can be
seen from the trend of the capacity lines, HWN Mobility Test outperforms HWN Vertical Test
largely at medium traffic load and its maximum capacity is approaching the theoretical gain.
Using flow distribution policies, the traffic is adaptively shifted and while such an imple-
mentation improves the services at disadvantaged location with less infrastructure nodes
and reduces the service interruptions. In contrast, although the HWN Vertical Test system’s
performance is fair, it is seen as idealistic which does not respect realistic implementation
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Fig. 12 Average cell capacity comparison of the HWN Mobility Test, HWN Vertical Test and HWN Original

scenarios. For example, at a cell edge or under a dynamic environment, the different services
can be shifted back and force as a “ping-pong” effect among different network accesses or
within a network access without policy regulation.

The packet delivery ratio is another important parameter for QoE evaluation, we define
the Node Average Throughput (N AT ) as a representation of packet loss rate during the
transmission:

N AT =
∑N

1 DRn∑N
1 DSn

100% (4)

Totally, there are N nodes in the system and n stands for a particular node, 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
DRn is the total amount of data received in node n and DSn is the total amount of data sent
in node n.

Figure 13 presents the impact of increased traffic on the node average packet delivery
ratio where all nodes are sending data with full rate. Again, the result indicates under all
traffic loads the proposed mobility framework and HWN Vertical Test system give smaller
packet loss probabilities than the Original HWN system. The curve of HWN Mobility Test
corresponds to the scenario where the transmitted packets are almost successfully received,
which can be considered to be an upper throughput bound. One can also see that the increase
of traffic load does not dramatically affect of its performance. When the maximum traf-
fic input achieves, the HWN Mobility Test outperforms HWN Vertical Test by nearly 4%.
Overall, the node average packet delivery ratio for HWN Mobility Test decreases when the
traffic load increases, this is mainly due to the access congestion, unnecessary handovers and
policy enforcement failure. The HWN Vertical Test outperforms the HWN Original by 21%
in average at maximum traffic load, which is significant.

5.2 Network Service Grade

For the service grade evaluation, we also compare the three systems described above. The
result is largely depended on the positions of various infrastructure nodes [20] therefore the
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Fig. 13 The average throughput versus offered load comparison for the HWN Mobility Test, HWN Vertical
Test and HWN Original
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cellular base stations and WiMax Fmotecells are uniquely placed at calculated places while
we assume a evenly distributed access points for WiFi access routers.

Figure 14 presents the total traffic load carried per cell against the network Grade of
Service (GoS). Each system has the same amount of radio resource including system band-
width. Both traffic flows that are terminated normally and those that failed prematurely due
to mobility management failure contribute to the total load carried. Normal traffic account
for the effective load carried. We define GoS as:

GoS = λn Bn + λh Ph

λn + λh
(5)

where λn is the mean new session arrival rate, λh is the mean flow distribution arrival rate
including handover arrivals, Bn is the blocking probability of a new session, and Ph is the
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probability of flow distribution failure. The results have shown that in both HWN Mobility
Test and HWN Vertical Test systems, the traffic load performance in terms of mobility are
significantly better than that of the HWN Original. At a GoS level of 0.3, which is a typical
system performance entry goal, the total load carried by HWN Mobility Test and HWN Verti-
cal Test are approximately 13.2 Erlangs and 11.2 compared to 7.6 Erlangs by HWN Original.
The transparent traffic balancing and load shifting yields major gains in the effective load
carried in both systems. It is also observed in other experiments that the increasing of GoS
(>0.3) leads to a reduction in the effective carried load in HWN Original since the handover
overheads greatly increase, therefore the handover channel reservation upper limit should be
defined to mitigate the problem or implement the proposed mobility management framework
or other mobility management protocols.

5.3 Network Forced Termination Performance

Figure 15 presents the results of the network forced termination performance for the three
systems. The traffic input for this experiment is comparatively high which is up to 60 Erlangs
per cell. We define the network force termination as: A session is forced to terminate due to
flow distribution failure including handovers or medium access failure (typically caused by
traffic congestion or channel shortage). Apparently, the HWN Mobility Test system utilises
existing heterogenous medium resources efficiently and ensures the required level of service
effectively. Meanwhile, it again indicates that the mobility framework balances the traffic
load among the three interfaces. The improvement becomes marginal after the system is
heavily loaded (>25 Erlangs/cell), as shown in Fig. 15 shaded area. The result is interesting
since a dynamic traffic balancing usually presents even or worse performance compared to
a fixed traffic balancing plan under high traffic input. Two main reasons contribute to this
phenomenon: for each type of traffics, the flow distribution and handovers are not frequent
even under high traffic load and most services during the active course stays in the same
sub-network; the intra-system handovers is enforced before dynamic policy for inter-system
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Fig. 15 Network forced termination comparison for HWN Mobility Test, HWN Vertical Test and HWN
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handovers to reduce the signalling overhead and operation cost. On the other hand, the HWN
Original system can not divert traffic to other networks that means there is a high probability
instant traffic types will use up the available bandwidth. The “hot spot” traffic flows suffer
resource contention.

The research is also interested in examining whether each traffic profile is satisfied with
the QoS in terms of handover blocking probabilities. Therefore an experiment is carried out to
evaluate each traffic type’s performance when the traffic load is being increased. From result
we notice that the traditional voice traffic’s performance is the most stable under any traffic
load, most nodes are guaranteed with QoS in terms of handover traffic blocking. Even under
high traffic load between 25 Erlangs/cell to 60 erlangs/cell, the average handover blocking
rates are less than 2 percent. The majority of traffic blocking attributes to the VoIP, video and
WEB data services, in average over 5 percent under high traffic load (>25 Erlangs/cell).

6 Conclusions

This article discusses and examines an IPv6 policy based mobility & flow distribution frame-
work including IEEE 802.11b WiFi compatible, IEEE 802.16 WiMax and cellular co-exist
heterogenous communication environment. The IPv6 mobility support provides a practical
mechanism to integrate heterogenous wireless network interfaces. After the mobility frame-
work implementation, the system performance results have proved that the differentiated
traffics have been fairly distributed and shifted among different flows & networks from the
point a node enters the system to the point the node finish the communication to its peer. The
emerging communication applications such as VoIP, Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) and
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) surely can benefit from the mobility flexibility since:

– The user experience in terms of connectivity or forced termination rate is improved with
an extended ubiquitous coverage;

– The service providers can more adaptively and economically rent high cost UMTS or
WiMax bandwidth from the infrastructure providers;

– The end-users are always stay connected when moving while the network selection &
flow distribution are transparent and flexible to the end-users.

In the future work, we will focus on the IPv6 based mobility management between the
coming Long Term Evolution (LTE) interface and current wireless networks. For example,
analyse the IPv6 based mobility between 3G SGSN & 2G Radio Network Controller (RNC)
and LTE Evolved Packet Core (EPC), Mobility Management Entity (MME) and the Serving
Gateway (S-GW). The framework can extent its usage to include a cell reselection mechanism
for 2G, 3G, 4G cellular networks and IEEE networks node controlled mobility instead of
node assisted and network dominated mobility. In this case the mobile node, after distributed
mobility decisions, can be responsible to monitor signal strengths of other radio networks
when connected to LTE and autonomously decide to switch to GSM, UMTS, WiFi or WiMax
when leaving the coverage area of the LTE network.
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